We report an exact link between Zakharov-Gelash super-regular (SR) breathers (formed by a pair of quasi-Akhmediev breathers) with interesting different nonlinear propagation characteristics and modulation instability (MI). This shows that the absolute difference of group velocities of SR breathers coincides exactly with the linear MI growth rate. This link holds for a series of nonlinear Schrödinger equations with infinite-order terms. For the particular case of SR breathers with opposite group velocities, the growth rate of SR breathers is consistent with that of each quasiAkhmediev breather along the propagation direction. Numerical simulations reveal the robustness of different SR breathers generated from various non-ideal single and multiple initial excitations. Our results provide insight into the MI nature described by SR breathers and could be helpful for controllable SR breather excitations in related nonlinear systems.
Modulation instability (MI), i.e., the instability of a constant background with respect to to small periodic or irregular perturbations, is the central process in many different physical settings ranging from hydromechanics, nonlinear optics, plasma, and Bose-Einstein condensates. Although the property of initial linear MI stage (i.e., the MI criterion and growth rate) can be studied well by the linear stability analysis, rigorous analytic descriptions of the complete MI process involving both linear and nonlinear stages are longstanding challenges and thus are far less common. So far, only a few analytic descriptions of MI have been obtained including the well-known Akhmediev breather and Peregrine breather, as well as the newly proposed super-regular (SR) breather. One crucial step in the analytic descriptions of MI is to establish the exact link between them and the linear MI to show the nature of MI quantitatively. Here we report an exact link between SR breathers and linear MI by showing that the absolute difference of group velocities of SR breathers coincides exactly with the linear MI growth rate. This link holds for a greatly broad domain described by the nonlinear Schrödinger equations up to infinite order. Numerical simulations are carried out to confirm not only the exact result but also the robustness of different nontrivial SR breathers generated from various non-ideal single and multiple initial excitations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modulation instability (MI) [1] is a central process of nonlinear physics; it has attracted particular attention in both theory and experiment, since it is regarded as the origin of solitons [2] , supercontinuum generation [3] , and rogue wave events [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In general, a complete MI process consists of an initial linear stage (where weak (smallamplitude) perturbations suffer exponential growth on a constant background field) and a subsequent nonlinear evolution stage with rich dynamics. In general, the property of initial linear MI stage (i.e., the instability criterion and growth rate) can be successfully studied by linear stability analysis. Nonetheless, rigorous analytic descriptions of the complete MI process are long-standing challenges and thus are far less common [11] .
The first intriguing analytic MI prototype is known as the Akhmediev breather (AB) [12, 13] . The latter is an exact solution of the standard nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE), which describes MI evolution from weak periodic (infinite-width) perturbations and exhibits one growth-return cycle. This has been interpreted strictly by the exact link between an AB solution and linear MI (see the geometric interpretation in Ref. [13] ). Thus, AB is referred as an elementary MI and provides a new analysis of an old instability [11] . Indeed, this has led to successful studies of the MI spectral characteristics [14] , experiments exciting the Peregrine rogue wave (RW) [15] and the revelation of higher-order MI [16] .
Nevertheless, exact descriptions beyond the AB are both relevant and necessary in order to model more general and important MI scenarios from localized weak perturbations. The exact solution of Peregrine RW [17] (the periodic limitation of ABs) is thus considered as the simplest rigorous description of a MI process from localized single-peak weak perturbations. Surprisingly, despite the worldwide success, in particular, stimulating new theoretical and experimental studies on the rich family of Peregrine-type solutions [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , the MI nature of the
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Peregrine RW is strictly revealed only recently by establishing a crucial exact link between the Peregrine RW solution and MI [9] . This shows exactly that the Peregrine RW describes a particular MI scenario corresponding to the zero-frequency sub-region, which substantiates the previously inconclusive qualitative argument.
Another remarkable MI evolution from localized multipeak weak perturbations is the so-called Zakharov-Gelash super-regular (SR) breather [18, 19] . In contract to the AB and Peregrine RW, this particular MI scenario exhibits complex nonlinear evolution of multiple quasi-ABs, and is associated with higher-order MI [16] . Recently, significant progress has been made on SR breathers, including the dynamical observation of them in both optics and hydrodynamics [20] , their utility in generating rogue wave events [21] , and the excitation of noise-driven SR breathers [see Chap. 7 in Ref. [22] ]. However, an exact link between SR breathers and MI has not been established fully. The difficulty could stem from that the SR breather solution is a complex higher-order solution, a valid analysis in complex nonlinear systems is scarce. In this paper, we reveal a hidden exact link between SR breathers and MI with universality by showing that the absolute difference of group velocities of SR breathers coincides with the linear MI growth rate. To this end, we shall not consider a special NLSE case; instead we go beyond the standard NLSE by considering a generalized NLSE-the infinite NLSE hierarchy [23] 
where u(τ, ξ) is the complex field, ξ and τ are the longitudinal and transverse variables, respectively. Each coefficient α n , n = 2, 3, 4, 5, ..., ∞, is an arbitrary real number which is responsible for the different-order dispersion and nonlinear terms. Eq. (1) is an important integrable extension of NLSEs up to infinite order [23] [24] [25] . Specifically, K 2 (u) is the second-order NLSE term [26] :
is the third-order term with third-order dispersion [27] : K 3 (u) = u τ τ τ + 6|u| 2 u τ ; K 4 (u) is the fourth-order term with fourth-order dispersion [28] :
is the quintic term with fifthorder dispersion [29] :
The next higherorder terms are given by the formula in [23] . To determine the common and different characteristics of odd and even terms, individually or in combination with the basic NLSE term, we will first consider the first five terms and then we extend the result into the infinite NLSE (1) .
Physically, the infinite NLSE (1) is usually considered to be improved models for a more accurate description of nonlinear wave propagation in the ocean and in optical fibers [see Chap. 10 in [22] ]. Indeed, it has been referred as a special integrable case of a more general governing equation for pulse propagation in an optical fiber [30] . On the other hand, recent studies demonstrate that higher-order NLSEs are of practical significance in the dynamical description of water waves [31] ; in particular, they describe the experimental results collected in water tanks with higher accuracy than the standard NLSE [32] . Thus, the study of nonlinear waves with each higher-order term or any combination of the terms will be a significant progress in both theory and experiment [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] .
Theoretically, the fundamental (first-order) solution and second-order rational solution on a plane-wave background in the infinite NLSE (1) has been obtained [23] [24] [25] . Considering some special finite terms (up to fifth order), various nonlinear structures, on both zero and nonzero backgrounds, have previously been presented [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . A remarkable feature is that nonlinear waves on a plane-wave background can exhibit structural diversity induced by higher-order effects [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . Consequently some new types of nonlinear modes have been revealed. However, as a special type of higher-order breather of physical importance, SR breathers in the infinite NLSE (1) remain unexplored so far; in particular, the exact link between SR breathers and MI has not been investigated completely. Indeed, up to now, only the existence of SR breathers was demonstrated in the particular case by considering the single third or fourth order term [49, 50] . It is expected that the study of the generalized physical model (1) will yield results with universality. In the following, we confine our attention to the general property of SR breathers with all non-vanishing higher-order terms. The remaining special cases, with each higher-order term, can be studied readily from the general results.
II. SR BREATHER PROPERTY
We first consider SR breather property in the first five equations, i.e., the higher-order NLSE up to fifth order. The analytic SR breather solution is constructed by the Darboux transformation, but the spectral parameter λ is parametrized by the Jukowsky transform [18, 19] ,
Here R, φ are the radius and angle of the polar coordinates in the region R ≥ 1, φ ∈ (−π/2, π/2). In contrast to the conventional λ, one can establish a concise phase diagram of many different nonlinear modes in the polar coordinate (Re[∆] − Im[∆]) plane [19, 50] . For the higher-order solution, Eq. (2) provides a new type of breather collisions with a localized weak structure at a certain ξ when R → 1, which is the so-called SR breather.
The real parameters a and q denote the amplitude and frequency of the initial plane-wave background:
where
If q = 0, λ reduces to the simplest case in [18] and u 0 degenerates to the case in [35] . In fiber optics, the parameter q represents the frequency of pump wave [30] . For the simplest NLSE, changing the value of q has no essential influence on breather dynamics, since it can be eliminated from the solution by the Galilean transformation (see, e.g., [51] ). However, if one considers nonlinear systems beyond the description of the simplest NLSE (where the Galilean transformation is broken), the pump wave frequency provides an additional degree of freedom for generating nontrivial breather dynamics (see below and also [37, 52, 53] ). Collecting Eqs. (2) and (3) into the associated Lax pair in Ref. [34] , we can obtain a second-order solution with the parameters of λ j :
The solution depends on a, q, α 2 , α 3 , α 4 , α 5 , ε, φ, and the additional phase parameters θ j , µ j (j = 1, 2). The latter plays a key role in the formation of SR breathers. Here we choose θ 1 + θ 2 = π, µ 1,2 = 0 [18, 19] , implying that the small perturbation δu (see Fig. 2 ) emerges at
. Interestingly, the small perturbation δu can be obtained explicitly by the procedure described in Refs. [18, 19] ; it reads
Remarkably, δu is a purely imaginary small-amplitude perturbation which consists of a localized function and a periodic modulation function with frequency 2a sin φ [or more precisely, a(R +1/R) sin φ]. The width of δu can be estimated as 1/(2aε cos φ). Thus δu is a localized form with broad edges since ε 1. Interestingly, Eq. (4) only depends on the parameters a, ε, φ. It has no connection with the structure parameters (α 2 , α 3 , α 4 , α 5 ) of Eq. (1) as well as the background frequency q in Eq. (3). This indicates that δu remains invariant in NLSEs with different-order terms. Indeed, Eq. (4) is valid for the whole infinite NLSEs (1). Thus different nonlinear stages of SR waves can evolve from an identical initial perturbation δu with fixed a, R, φ. In the following, our interest is focused on the properties of different SR breathers from an identical initial state.
However, a property analysis of nonlinear evolution of SR breathers in Eq. (1) is not an easy task, since multiple parameters are involved in the solution. Nevertheless, this obstacle can be overcomed when one focuses on the main factors that determine the physical properties of SR breathers, i.e., the group and phase velocities V grj , V phj . These explicit expressions come from the exact SR breather solution (see Appendix A), where V grj is extracted from the hyperbolic function cosh Θ j , while V phj is extracted from the trigonometric function cos Φ j . If the higher-order terms are absent, α n>2 = 0, V grj , V phj reduce to their values for the simplest NLSE [18] [19] [20] [21] . Figure 1 shows the evolution of V grj , V phj with q. The complexity of V grj and V phj stems from the higher-order effects. This will result in nontrivial SR modes which are . Importantly, the existence conditions of different SR states can be obtained exactly. Especially, we define the absolute difference of group velocities in order to understand better the properties of SR waves:
One can then confirm readily that when the initial state is chosen (i.e., R, φ are fixed), the standard NLSE allows a constant ∆V gr as q varies. This indicates that SR breathers in this case are consistent with each other. The underlying physical interpretation is that the linear growth rate remains fixed as q varies. It was shown that SR breather corresponds to the peak MI growth rate when φ = π/4 [21] , which coincides with that of ABs [12] . However, ∆V gr in Eq. (1) with first five terms is nontrivial which can result in many interesting properties of SR breathers. Here, we present the explicit general expression of ∆V gr :
. Considering the SR wave condition: R = 1 + ε, ε 1, one obtains A = 2/(R − 1/R), B = 1. Thus Eq. (6) is rewritten as
Note that Eq. (7) is valid for the whole range of φ. As an example, we depict the evolution of ∆V gr with φ = π/4 in Fig. 1(b) . Via an analysis of V grj , V phj , and ∆V gr , three typical different types of SR states from the identical initial state (4) with fixed R, φ are shown as ∆V gr → 0 in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 2 (a) we first show a standard SR breather when ∆V gr = 0, V grj = V phj (the blue dot in Fig. 1 ). As shown, a small localized perturbation at ξ = 0 is amplified rapidly and ultimately becomes a pair of breathers propagating along different directions. We remark that the solution in this case yields a trivial generalization to SR breathers with higher-order effects.
As ∆V gr decreases, we can observe an interesting halftransition SR state when ∆V gr = 0, V grj = V phj , V gr3−j = V ph3−j , which corresponds to the white dot in Fig. 1 . As shown in Fig. 2(b) , a breather is converted to a non-breathing wave when V grj = V phj , while the other retains its nature as a breather when V gr3−j = V ph3−j . In contrast to the standard SR wave in Fig. 2(a) , the small-amplitude perturbation is amplified rather slowly and subsequently becomes a mix of breathing and nonbreathing waves.
Once ∆V gr = 0, a novel SR bound state is observed in Fig. 2(c) (the blue dot in Fig. 1) . It seems that, in this particular case, the small-amplitude perturbation propagates along ξ with small oscillations, but the amplification of the perturbation is suppressed completely. Physically, this SR state describes a non-amplifying nonlinear wave dynamics which corresponds to a vanishing growth rate, G sr = 0 [see the next Section]. This indicates that for a specially-designed optical system described by the higher-order NLSEs with fixed structure parameters, one can estimate the pump wave frequency q = q s to generate the SR bound state by ∆V gr = 0, or G sr = 0.
Remarkably, as shown in Fig. 2 , the amplification rate of the identical perturbation δu decreases gradually as ∆V gr → 0. This may correspond to the attenuation of the MI growth rate of the initial perturbation δu. In the following, we will give our physical explanation by establishing the exact link between SR breathers and linear MI growth rate.
On the other hand, we remark that the half-transition and bound-state SR waves appear as a result of the higher-order effects which are absent in the standard NLSE. Here one can readily check that these nontrivial SR states hold for the cases with each single higher-order term. However, particular attention should be paid on the fourth-order term, in which the symmetry breaking of group velocities occurs when α 4 = 0. This leads to the bound-state SR waves with different periodic evolutions (not shown). When α 4 → 0, the bound-state SR wave is close to the full-suppression state reported in [50] .
III. EXACT LINK
MI criterion and growth rate of small-amplitude perturbations on a plane-wave background can be studied precisely by the linear stability analysis. A perturbed background u p is obtained by adding small-amplitude perturbed Fourier modes p on the background u 0 , i.e.,
with small amplitudes f + , f * − , perturbed frequency Q, and wavenumber ω. Followed by the standard linearization process, a substitution of u p into Eq. (1) with first five terms yields the dispersion relation between ω and Q. The imaginary part of ω leads to MI:
where the perturbed frequency satisfies |Q| < 2a. Interestingly, the initial state of SR breathers δu, Eq. (4), possesses the perturbed frequency Q sr = 2a sin φ, which falls within the MI region |Q| < 2a. Thus δu is a valid initial state in the MI region which is confirmed exactly by the linear stability analysis. Let us further consider the linear MI growth rate of the initial state of SR breathers δu. Here the growth rate is defined by G = |Im{ω}|, which represents the growth rate of amplitude |u p (τ, ξ)|. Substituting the initial perturbed frequency Q sr = 2a sin φ in Eq. (4) into Eq. (8), one can readily obtain the linear MI growth rate for the initial state of SR breathers as follows:
Remarkably, a simple comparison between G sr [Eq. (9)] and ∆V gr [Eq. (7)] shows an excellent consistency between them. Namely, the higher that G sr , the larger that ∆V gr becomes. If ∆V gr = 0, the bound state of SR breathers is obtained with G sr = 0. Note also that due to the higher-order terms (α j>2 ), the peak growth rate and the corresponding dominant frequency will change. As a result, a hidden exact link between the characteristic quantity of SR breathers and the linear MI is revealed for the first time; this can be written explicitly as:
where η r = a 2 (R − 1/R) cos φ. This result is important since i) it is an exact relation to show the MI property of SR breathers by comparison with the linear MI; ii) it is a general link that holds for the different-order NLSEs.
Let us take a closer look at the exact link (10) obtained above. Clearly, when the higher-order terms are absent, i.e., α n>2 = 0, this link (10) covers that of the simplest NLSE with q = 0 obtained via the direct derivation of the initial state (4) [see Eq. (169) in Ref. [19] ]. This coincidence comes from the fact that the initial state (4) merely allows the pair of quasi-Akhmediev breathers with symmetric group velocities, i.e., V gr1 = −V gr2 (thus ∆V gr = 2|V gr1 |), in the simplest NLSE with q = 0. Thus, in this particular case, one can readily obtain G sr = 2η r |V gr1 | = η r ∆V gr = 2a 2 α 2 sin 2φ. However, once this symmetry of group velocities is broken (i.e, V gr1 = −V gr2 ), the direct method in Ref. [19] , which is used to obtain the exact link, becomes invalid, even for the simplest NLSE with q = 0 [where the group velocities are unequal, V grj = 2α 2 (q ± 2aA sin φ)]. In fact, unequal group velocities of SR breathers occurs more frequently when one considers nonlinear systems beyond the description of the simplest NLSE. Moreover, the corresponding dynamics described by these systems can be highly complicated. The challenging problem-how to establish a general exact link between SR breathers and MI-is therefore what we address in this work. Remarkably, the physics of the resulting exact link (10) is quite simple and clear. That is, the growth rate of SR breathers can be found exactly by the absolute difference of group velocities of these two quasi-Akhmediev breathers, i.e., G sr = η r ∆V gr . If V gr1 = −V gr2 , the growth rate of SR breathers, G sr , coincides with that of each quasiAkhmediev breather along the z axis, 2η r |V grj | [see cosh Θ j in Eq. (18)], i.e., G sr = 2η r |V grj |. This special case covers the previous result obtained in the simplest NLSE [19] .
Next we compare and analyze the amplitude amplification of δu extracted from the exact solution of SR breathers and the prediction of linear stability analysis. The evolution of amplitude maximum |u| max of different SR states as ∆V gr → 0 is compared with the amplitude amplification of linear stability analysis, i.e., |a + f exp(G sr ξ)| (where f = {|u(0, τ )| − a} max ).
As shown in Fig. 3(b) , the evolution of initial amplifying stages of the exact SR breather solution and the linear stability analysis coincide closely. However, the subsequent stages are totally different. The SR breathers show a nonlinear oscillation after the initial amplification, while the linear stability analysis becomes completely invalid for the nonlinear stage. Thus the SR breather describes a complete MI scenario that involves both the linear and nonlinear stages. These results specifically confirm the MI nature of SR breathers. 
IV. EXTENSION TO INFINITE NLSES
The exact link (10) reported above is obtained by the NLSEs with finite orders. An interesting question is that does it hold for the infinite NLSE hierarchy (1). We address this question in this section.
In principle, one can obtain the general exact SR breather solution by solving the NLSE hierarchy up to infinite order, step-by-step. However, it is still an open question as to how a compact solution form for the infinite NLSE (1) can be obtained. This difficulty comes from the complexity of the higher-order terms. This complexity grows sharply as the order increases [23] . Fortunately, a compact form for the first-order breather solution can be achieved by virtue of the so-called hypergeometric function [23] , if one considers the infinite NLSE (1) with q = 0. In this regard, it is still important to find out whether the exact link (10) is valid for this case.
To this end, we shall first recall the first-order breather solution for Eq. (1) in Refs. [23, 24] and extract the ex-pression of group velocities V grj with the spectrum parameters parameterized by the Jukowsky transform in Eq. (2) [see Appendix B] . After a tedious calculation, the absolute difference of group velocity ∆V gr for the infinite NLSE (1) is written as
where 2 F 1 is the hypergeometric function. Clearly, ∆V gr in Eq. (11) has the infinite-order NLSE terms and covers the result in Eq. (7) with q = 0. Note that, however, only even terms contribute to Eq. (11) . This indicates that if we merely consider the odd terms of Eq. (1), the SR breather will always exhibit a bound state (∆V gr = 0). Let us then consider the linear MI growth rate for the infinite NLSE (1) . Here the plane-wave background is written as
Followed by the standard linearization process above, the linear MI growth rate of the plane wave Eq. (12) can be obtained as
where Q is the MI perturbed frequency in the range Q ∈ (−2, 2). Note that the linear MI growth rate, Eq. (13), can also be obtained by the exact general AB solution for the infinite NLSE (1), since the initial linear MI is exactly described by the AB solution [12, 13] . Indeed, we find that Eq. (13) coincides exactly with the growth factor of the general AB solution in Ref. [23] . If we consider the initial frequency of SR breathers Q = Q sr = 2 sin φ, Eq. (13) reduces to
Remarkably, in the case of infinite NLSE extensions, the exact relation between SR breathers and MI, Eq. (10), is still valid, i.e., G sr = ∆V gr η r [see Eqs. (11) and (14)]. Namely, the exact link holds for a series of NLSEs up to infinite order. Moreover, one can see from Eqs. (11) and (14) that the bound SR breather state (∆V gr = 0) exists when we consider only odd terms of NLSEs, where the MI is suppressed completely (G sr = 0). This is consistent with the results analyzed in section II. Indeed, this bound state exhibits the small-amplitude full-suppression SR breather structure which is corresponding to the vanishing growth rate. One particular example can be seen in the simplest complex Korteweg-de Vries model obtained recently [50] .
V. NON-IDEAL INITIAL EXCITATIONS
The initial perturbation δu is created by a specially designed collision of multiple quasi-ABs. However, we find that the form of δu, Eq. (4), is representative and illuminating. It implies that various non-ideal initial perturbations can be used to excite the rich dynamics of SR breathers. To show this, the ideal perturbation should be replaced by a generalized form: (15) δu contains multiple localized perturbations L j (τ − τ j ) with corresponding frequencies of periodic modulation Q j . Here L j denotes different types of localized functions with amplitude ρ, width b, and time shift τ j . In general, these parameters allow us to modulate nonideal initial states to be close to the ideal one readily. The modulated frequency Q j should approach the perturbed frequency of SR breathers (i.e., Q j ≈ Q sr = 2a sin φ) in order to excite the SR breather dynamics. One should note that a generalized form of non-ideal initial states has been used to generate the standard SR breathers in the standard NLSE by solving the Zakharov-Shabat eigenvalue problem [21] . Here, various SR nonlinear evolutions with higher-order effects from non-ideal initial states are verified numerically by the split-step Fourier method. However, the direct numerical simulation for the infinite NLSEs is unrealistic. Even for the finite-order NLSEs, this should be studied step by step because of the complexity of the higher-order terms. Thus we confine our attention to the NLSEs up to fourth order, and study both single and multiple SR excitations from Eq. (15). 
A. single initial excitation
First, we choose various simple single pulse forms that are quite convenient for operation in practice, including the 'sech' type L(τ ) = ρ sech(bτ ), Gaussian-type L(τ ) = ρ exp(−τ 2 /b), and Lorentzian-type L(τ ) = ρ/(1 + bτ 2 ) 2 . However, we choose non-ideal pulses with quite different profiles [see Fig. 4 ] in order to show the universality of SR breather dynamics. As shown in Fig. 4 , three different types of pulses are chosen as initial states, i.e, the sech, Gaussian, and Lorentzian forms. Only the 'sech' form exhibits consistency with the exact one. The Gaussian and Lorentzian initial states deviate from the exact initial state; the Gaussian-type is narrower and has fewer peaks while the Lorentzian type is wider and has more peaks compared with the the exact state. Fig. 5 shows the nonlinear dynamics from different initial states in Fig. 4 .
Importantly, all these non-ideal initial states can create striking dynamics in non-trivial SR breathers. In particular, the SR breather generated from the 'sech' pulse (the non-ideal initial state which is consistent with exact initial state) is almost the same as the spatial-temporal distribution of the exact solution [see Fig. 5(top row) ]. The others (Gaussian and Lorentzian states beyond exact initial state) can still create robust SR breather dynamics as ξ increases. However, the resulting nonlinear states exhibit slight differences, compared with the exact SR nonlinear state.
Specifically, the standard SR breathers that have evolved from the small-size Gaussian and large-size Lorentzian perturbations show more complex nonlinear states with smaller and larger transverse distributions, respectively. In particular, a nonlinear recurrence of quasi-ABs at a larger propagation distance ξ = 15 is observed. This phenomenon could be categorized as a higher-order MI [16] , which comes from the initial state beyond the critical value of exact initial state.
For the half-transition case, however, we note that the recurrence phenomenon vanishes at the nonlinear stage. The half-transition SR states show greater robustness than the standard SR breathers. Also, the small-size Gaussian state leads to SR breathers with a smaller transverse distribution, while the large-size Lorentzian state induces SR breathers with a larger transverse distribution. Note that in the half-transition SR case, the small-and large-size initial states result in multi-peak solitons with fewer and more peaks, respectively.
On the other hand, for the full-suppression bound state case, both Gaussian and Lorentzian initial states with small amplitudes propagate stably for the first ten propagation units. After that, the small-size Gaussian pulse becomes broadened and weakens while the largesize Lorentzian pulse is narrowed and amplified slightly. Nevertheless, we note that both of them cannot be amplified greatly over a large propagation distance, since all these states exist in the modulation stability regime with vanishing growth rate; the small-size Gaussian pulse is broadened and the large-size Lorentzian pulse shows a long-distance periodic structure with small amplitude.
B. multiple initial excitations
Next, we consider how multiple excitation of SR waves can be realized, when one considers an initial state with multiple localized perturbations. This has been used to generate higher-order rogue waves, analytically and numerically [21] . We note that the dynamics of the multiple excitation of SR waves in Eq. (1) is richer, since SR waves exhibit structural diversity with higher-order effects. Here we only show the double excitation of full-suppression SR bound states with δu = −i{L 1 
Thus τ 1 and σ 1 are the relative shift and phase. If τ 1 is large, a parallel double excitation of SR bound states will be observed with arbitrary σ 1 [see Fig. 6 (left) ]. However, as τ 1 decreases, the nonlinear dynamics becomes complex, and depends on the values of τ 1 and σ 1 . As shown in Fig. 6 , repelling and periodic beating structures emerge as τ 1 decreases, when we fix σ 1 = π/2. One should keep in mind that the multiple excitation of SR bound states appear in the regime with a vanishing growth rate. Thus the corresponding dynamics is similar to the one of classical bright solitons [54] , although the SR breather bound states propagate on a nonzero background. This could be useful for stable excitations of SR breather bound states in mode-locked laser, where various soliton 'molecules' [55] and the internal dynamics of femtosecond soliton 'molecules' [56] have recently been demonstrated. It is expected that these results would confirm the robustness and universality of SR breather dynamics with higherorder effects and would greatly broaden the applicability of SR breathers in related nonlinear physics.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In summary, we have addressed a major problem for the ubiquitous MI-the general exact link between Zakharov-Gelash SR breathers and the linear MI. It confirms that the absolute difference of group velocities of SR breathers coincides with the MI growth rate. This crucial link holds for a series of NLSEs up to infinite order. The universality of different SR breathers is revealed numerically by showing the robustness of SR breather evolution from various non-ideal initial excitations. These results shed light on the nature of MI described by the SR breather theory. Similar studies can be extended to various multi-component systems in which vector nonlinear waves usually exhibit much richer dynamics [53, [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] . It is expected that vector SR breathers will describe a broad range of MI scenarios in complex nonlinear physics. Recently, SR breathers in a special multi-component system, i.e., the multiple self-induced transparency system have been demonstrated [61] .
The MI evolution from non-ideal initial states is still a challenging work in nonlinear science. Our numerical result can be regarded as the first step of this general problem. The next step should include the analysis of the eigenvalue spectrum of the non-ideal initial state [21] and a linear stability analysis of the perturbation caused by a non-ideal initial condition [62] .
The crucial exact link (10) obtained in this paper can stimulate the interest for the SR waves in many nonintegrable nonlinear systems. Without exact SR breather solutions in this case, however, a linear stability analysis for a plane wave background can be achieved easily. Thus, it is expected that the MI dynamics described by the SR breather theory could be well controlled based on the exact link (10) . One interesting work is to study the "quartic SR breather" (i.e., the fourth-order dispersion is the dominant dispersion effect) in a specially-designed system of photonic crystal waveguides, where the "purequartic soliton" has been demonstrated numerically and experimentally [48] . Thanks to this general exact link (10), novel "quartic SR breathers" (e.g., the bound SR wave state predicted above) could be observed by the modulation of the linear MI growth rate.
Recently, special attentions have been paid on on various scenarios of nonlinear MI and nonlinear dynamics from different initial states. These include Fermi-PastaUlam recurrence [63] , integrable turbulence with random perturbations [64] , heteroclinic modes [65] , longtime asymptotic states associated with a continuous spectrum [66] [67] [68] [69] , and doubly-periodic structures [70] . The links and differences between them remain widely unexplored. However, their different dynamics manifestations will enrich our understanding of MI and nonlinear dynamics. Indeed, even for a simple localized (i.e., Gaussian) perturbation with a purely imaginary form in the standard NLSE, different modulated parameters (ρ, b) of the initial perturbation can led to distinct nonlinear stages. Namely, a SR breather dynamics can be readily created when the initial Gaussian state is comparable with that of exact SR breathers (see Fig. 5 and also Ref. [21] ), while a formation of 'sech'-shaped soliton trains associated with a continuous spectrum will be generated when one uses a strong Gaussian initial state (ρ = b = 1) in Ref. [69] . Note also that the similar broadening of the solution with a constant drift velocity of the edge of the perturbation has been reported in [66] . Is there is a general and unified mechanism governing local perturbations of plane waves in NLS equation (independently of the Zakharov-Shabat spectrum)? The underlying mechanism for this difference is an intriguing question which will be studied in the future.
